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A graph theory concept of order has been 
recently introduced into the meson sector of hadron 
physics. Coupled to the demands of unitarity, ana
lyticity, and Lorentz invariance, it entails a quark 
structure for_meson processes, and provides a rigid 
mathematical foundation for the successful dual
uni tarization and topological expansion calculations 
of the meson sector. These principles are here 
extended to all hadronic processes. Quarks of three 
colours emerge. A topological expansion scheme is 
introduced, and exact planar unitarity is proved. 
The associated crossing invariant singularity struc
ture is described. At the planar level the hadron 
state-space separates into an infinite set of non
communicating sectors, the first fou~ of which are 
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is forbidden at the planar level. A procedure is 
proposed for extending the planar S matrix to the 
complete hadronic S matrix. 
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1. - nTTRODUCT!ON 

A new graph theory concept of order has recently been introduced 

into the meson sector of hadron theory by Chew, Lucht, Sursock, and 

Weissma~~ 1). Combined with the demands of unitarity, analyticity, and 

Lorentz invariance it leads to a highly structured mesonic graph theory 

that yields quarks in a non-trivial way, and respects the important dual-

ity relationships connecting crossed channel processes. This mesonic graph 
I 

theory provides a well-defined mathematical foundation for the successful 

dual-unitarization and topological-expansion calculation~ of meson 
1) / physics 

The key innovation of CLSW is the introduction of a new type of 

auxiliary Hilbert space, called the ordered Hilbert space. Auxiliary Hilbert 

spaces have been extensively used in particle physics. Familiar examples 

are the Hilbert spaces that accommodate fictitious (i.e.,. unphysical) par-
" 

ticles, and the Hilbert spaces associated with free-field Lagrangians. 

The auxiliary Hilbert space of CLSW is more structured. Considered 

from a general viewpoint the proposal of CLSW is to require each basic state 

I 
; 

/Gi > of the Hilbert space to be identified by a directed graph. Gi e.ach-

vertex of which, save one, is identified by a set of variables Av = (pv ,;..:. v , tv) ~ 

Here Pv is a mass-shell momentum-energy ve~tor, ~v is a spin component, 

and tv is a particle type. The remaining vertex is labelled by o. 

In some cases an "in" state graph G. can be combined with an 
~ 

"ou t" state graph G. to form a process granh G= Gi Gr This process graph 
J 

graph G is constructed by continuing each edge of Gi incident upon 0 

into some unique edge of G. incident upon 0, and vice versa, thereby eli
J 

minating 0. If every directed graph were a process graph then the number 

;.... of process graphs that could be formed by combining two state graphs, each 

having m lines incident upon 0, could be as large as m factorial. The 

crJcial requirement of the theory is that each pair of state graphs 

combine to form at most one process graph. Then each matrix element 

< G~ut I G~n > corresponds to a unique process G. 
J ~ 

(G., G.) 
~ J 

This unique composition requirement is trivially satisfied in the 

meson sector, but it imposes severe constraints on the possible generaliza

tions of the theory to all hadrons. 
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In the present paper a general theory of hadrons that encompasses 

the mesonic graph theory of CLSW is constructed. The construction is based 

on the baryon surfaces used in Ref. 2) to incorporate baryons into the topo

logical expansion scheme of Veneziano 3). The main features of this cons-

:truction were described already in Ref. 4) : the present paper is the com

plete version of that work. 

In Section 2 the basic features of the CLSW theory for mesons are 

described. In Section 3 the baryon surfaces of Ref. 2) are described. In 

Section 4, a solution of the graph theory requirements is constructed. The 

basic idea is to identify the process graphs of the theory with the boundaries 
I 

of the elementary joined surfaces of Section 3, coloured in the way specified 

in Ref. 2a)~ This colouring of the edges of the graph is demanded by the 

unique composition requirement, as noted by Chew, Finkelstein, Sursock and 

Weissmann 5) 

The three-quark content of baryons was assumed in Ref. 2), and is 

therefore built into the construction described above. The 'Ilork of Chew, 

F~~elstein, Sursock and Weissmann 5) suggests that the theory may be uni

quely determined by the graph theory requirements, coupled to the demands 

of unitarity, analyticity and Lorentz invariance. In this case both the 

colouring of the quarks and the three-quark content of baryons must follow 

from these general principles • 

. Whether these general, principles do indeed fix the theory uniquely 

is unclear. But in any case the solution described here is the simplest one 

that satisfies the graph theory requirements and encompasses three-quark 

baryons. 

In Section 5 a generalization of Veneziano's topological classifi

cation scheme is introduced. It classifies each product of several matrix 

elements < G~utIG~n > (with pairs of variables in different matrix ele-
J ~ 

ments identified) by a set of three numbers (h,6,>..). The number h is the 

number of handles on the surface of fewest handles upon which the corres

ponding graph Ga (or surface a) can be imbedded. The number 6 is the 

n~ber of boundaries of Ga (or of a) greater than the minimum. The 

number >.. is a well-defined "mating number" of the connection graph G. .' <' 
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The "planar part" of a product of various matrix elements 

< G~ut I G~n > and < G~n I G~ut > is the part such that the assoc&iated graph 

GO' has characteristics h = 5 = A = O. It is proved in Section 5 that the 
inl out out, in planar part· of a sum of products E < Gk Gh > < G

j 
Gi >, summed over 

all ways of identifying the vertices of Ghut with those of G~ut, contains 

only those terms in which the graph G. is the ~irror image of the graph 
J 

Gh • This basic result is used in Section 6 to prove the planar unitarity 

equation. 

In Section 7 the cluster decomposition of the ordered S matrix 

So(G.,G.)=< G~utIG~n> is introduced. It allows the ordered amplitudes 
l.J. J l. 

A(G.,G.) to be defined, and leads to a pole-factorization property. This 
l. J 

property entails that the set of functions A(Gi,G
j

) that correspond to 

the different ways of separating any given process graph Ginto two con

nected parts, Gi and G
j

, be different boundary values of a single ana

lytic function A(G). 

In Section 8 the allowed singularity surfaces of the functions 

A(G) are described. Each allowed singularity surface corresponds to a 

La~dau strip diagram that can be imbedded in at least one surface of a 

certain set of surfaces E(G). The set E(G) consists of all surfaces 

that can be constructea by inse~ting into the elementary joined surface 

a(G) a sequence of "globes" and "truncated globes". These surfaces are 

just the "planar'~ joined surfaces associated with G they are the joined 

surfaces having characteristics h= /) = A = 0 and having the boundary G. 
) 

Section 9 identifies a mechanism that should suppress higher order 

terms in the topological expansion, and suggests an iterative procedure for 

constr.lcting from the planar solution the. complete hadronicS matrix. 
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2. _ I~SOU ORDER 1) 

In the meson sector the concept of order arises from the intro

duction of an ordered Hilbert space. This space is spanned by a set of 

states labelled by the ordered sets of particle variables : 

1 ""« ) = , PI.l~'J 1:& i P7..P1.1 :r3.; 
= (A,~ •.. } AiM >. 

••• • 
J 

the state I,~ > obtained by interchanging 
I 

(p·,IJo.,t.) 
~ ~'. ~ 

(2.1 ) 

with .- Ordinarily 

(Pj,lJoj,t j ) 

the ordered 

is equal to the original state up to a possible phase. But in 

Hilbert space these two states are orthogonal unless (p.,IJo.,t.)= 
~ ~ ~ 

"In" states and "out" states are introduced, and the ordered S 

matrix elements are 

1- (2.2) 

The particles in this space are not identical to the physical 

particles : they are called planar particles. 

The ordered S matrix is assumed to be unitary, Lorentz invariant, 

and macrocausal, and to have an appropriate cluster decomposition. Because 

the planar particles are not physical particles the direct physical motivation 

for these properties is lacking. The properties are introduced rather with 

the expectation that by imposing them it will be possible to make contact 

later with the physical S matrix. 

Macrocausality, which is a rigorous formulation of the demand that 

momentum-energy can be transferred over macroscooic distances or~y by stable 

particles 6), entails, in the usual way 6), that-the physical-region singu-_ .. , 

laritiesof the ordered S matrix be confined to positive-a Landau sur-

faces, and satisfy the plus i€ rule. 

The cluster decomposition of the ordered S matrix is assumed to 

preserve order : there is one term corresponding to each way that the 

ordered sets of initial and final-variables can be separated into the same 

number of components, with all orderings preserved. : _.J .1' 
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The ordered ~~itarity equations then lead, in the usual way 6) 

to a planar pole-factorization property : if a planar single-particle 

exchange process is kinematically allowed then the ordered S matrix has 

a corresponding pole whose residue is a product of the ordered S matrices 

of the two subprocesses. Conversely if there is a pole at these kinematic 

points then there must be a corresponding exchange process, and a correspor-d

ing exchanged anti-particle. 

The pole-factorization property holds also with S matrices 

replaced by their connected parts, as indicated in Fig. 1, where the two 

possible contributions corresponding to the exchange of a particle in ch~~

nel t are shown. The ordering of the lines on each side of each bubble is 

now significant : it corresponds to the ordering of the corresponding va

riables in the associated states of the ordered Hilbert space. 

Lorentz invariance and weak analyticity assumptions outside the 

phYSical region lead, in the usual way 6), to the crossing property: if 

there is an exchanged particle corresponding to one of the two processes 

indicated on the right-hand side of Fig. 1, then there must be a pole at 

the same value of t corresponding to the other process, and hence an anti

particle companion to the original exchanged particle. Moreover, the scat

tering functions for the subprocesses are analytically co~~ected in the way 

indicated in Fig. 2. The order of the lines on each side of each bubble is 

still significant it specifies the orde'r of the corresponding variables in 

the ordered Hilbert space. The crossing relation corresponds to crossing a 

line either over the top of the bubble or under the botton. In either case 

the cyclic order of the lines around the bubble is preserved. 

In view of this cyclic ordering property the connected parts of 

the ordered S matrix are called ring amplitudes. The plus Sign inside 

the bubble is changed to the letter R to distinguish a ring amplitude 

from the physical scattering amplitude, as indicated in Fig. 3~. 

Elicination of the non-functional external lines of Fig. 3b gives 

a granh of the kind sho~n in Fig. 3c. The vertices of such graphs are 

called narticle connection noints. . . 

This ring structure is already a rudimentary aspect of the quark 

structure. It arises from the conversion of the linear ordering of the 

variables in the states of the ordered Hilbert space into a cyclic ordering 

, 
I . 
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by the planar pole-factorization and crossing properties. These properties 

arise, in turn, from the unitarity, analyticity, and Lorentz invariance 

reqUirements. 

More detailed aspects of the quark structure also emerge. These 

concern selection rules and topological classification. The selection

r~le aspects are conSidered first. 

Let I denote the (finite) set of all particle-type in~ices. 

Let T denote any cyclically ordered set of p~rticle-type indices. Let 

A(T) denote the ring function corresponding to the cyclic order T. (The 

type labels in T ar~ specified by formally considering all particles to 

be outgoing.) Suppose A(T) vanishes identically for certain T. Then let 

Z be the set of T such that A(T) vanishes identically 

Let N be the complementary set : 

(2.4) 

Let U be the set of ordered pairs (i,j) of particle-type indices such 

that (i,j ,L) € N for some linearly ordered set L of particle-type 

variables : 

· . L) {&',J. for some 

If (i,j) belongs to U then j is called a successor to i, and i is 

called a predecessor of j. 

Let 

Let Si be the set of successors to 

be the set of predecessors to , ... 

• 

: 

(2.6) 
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. 
, j 

. (2.7) 

(Non-interacting particles are excluded from the theory. 

and P
j 

is non-empty.) 

'" 

Then each S. 
l. 

For any i E I let i be the type index that labels the anti-

particles of particles of type i. 

The Hermitian analyticity property of rL~g amplitudes follows from 

the usual analyticity assumptions 6). It analytically co~~ects each ampli

tude A(T) to the amplitude A(T), where'T is obtained from T by chan-

ging each type-index i to the corresponding antiparticle index i and 

reversing the order of the variables. This property entails that if (i,j) 

belongs to U then (j,1) belongs to U 

(2.8) 

Theorem 2.1 If (i,j) and (j,k) belong to U then (i,k) _0_-.. 
belongs to U • 

....... '. 

Proof 

Consider the one-particle exchange process corresponding to Fig. 4.-
f· 

For some choice of particles indicated by the shade~ strips the two sub-

processes are not identically zero. Thus the pole-factorization theorem 

entails that the over-all process cannot be identically zero. 

Theorem 2.2 : If Sh intersects Sk then Sh = Sk. It Ph intersects 

Pk then Ph = Pk • 

Proof 

(j,k) E U. 
(h, j) E U. 

If Ph intersects 

Suppose i lies 

Thus Theorem 2.1 

Pk then for some 

in Pn 
. (i,h) 6 y. . 

implies that (i, j ) 

IV 

(j,h) j one has E U and 

Equation (2.8) gives 

belongs to U. Theorem 

2.1 then implies that (i,k) belongs to U. Hence, i lies in Pk " Thus 

Ph == Pk " A similar argument shows that 
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(2.9) 

Theorem 2.3 There is an index set r and a pair of functions O'(i) 

and ~ (i), with i6 I, 0' E r, and j3~ r, such that 

(i, j ) belongs to U if and only if j3 (i) = O'(j) 0 
0 

«( i.,j) & U ) ~ <P' i) = ol.Cjl) 
(2.10) 

Proof 

Theorem 2.2 says that Si is identical to Sj if they have a 

common element. Thus the index set I separates into a set of disjoint 

sets ~,j3 E r, such that each set S. 
~ 

is equal to precisely one of the 

sets .J. Let 13 (i) be determined by 

so: c. 

(3 C i.) 
S (2.11 ) 

Similarly, the set I separates into a set of disjoint sets 

pO', 0' e r ' , such that each set 

pO'. Let O'(j) be defined by 

is equal to precisely one of the sets 

-po ::: 
J 

Repeated application of Theorem 2.1 gives the following two 

results: 

If j I is in Sf; and· j II is in sf3 then O'(j I) = O'(j ") 

If j' is in 

then 13' = j3 II • 

j" is in 13" S and 0' (j , ) = 0' (j " ) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

( 2. 14 ) 
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The result (2.13) allows a function a(~) • to be defined by 
r --

for every j in S~ 
(2.15 ) 

The result (2.14) implies 

) tl,' -_ 8
4

• If D{ (r') = 0{. (f" then I. r 
(2.16 ) 

Since, moreover, each a equals a(j) for some j in some t} the function 

a(~) defines a one-to-one correspondence between the elements a E fr and 

the elements ~ ~ f. Thus these sets can be equated by setting 

(2.17) 

To prove the theorem, suppose first that (i,j) belongs to U. 

Then 

J 
(2.18 ) 

and hence (2.17) and (2.15) give 

oI.cj) 
(2.19) 

as required. 

On the other hand, suppose (i,j) is such that a(j) =13 (i). 

Then 

otCj) ::: (3< i.l = 
= ~'j') for every 

But for every j'E Si one has i~Pjr=pa(jl)=pa(j)=Pj. Hence 

(i,j) E U. Q.e.d. 

(2.20) 
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Theorem 2.3 has a simple graph theory interpretation. A ring 

amplitude A(T} must vanish identically (i.e., belongs to Z) unless it 

is possible to aSSign to each edge of the corresponding ring graph an index 

from the set r in... SUCJl a way that the incoming and outgoing edges at each 

vertex corresponding to a particle of type -i have indices a(i) and ~(i), 

respectively. 

In view of this selection rule the edges of the ring graph are 

called quarks, and the elements of the set r constructed in Theorem 2.3 
~ 

are called quark tJ~es. Thus a quark a is an edge of a ring graph of 

type a ~ r. 

A third quark property is given by 

Theorem 2.4 

Proof 

Suppose Q is additively conserved, and Qi is the amount 

of Q carried by particles of type i. Suppose any reaction 

allowed by the constraints of Theorem 2.3 conserves Q. 

Then one can introduce a set of numbers Q(a), a ~ r such 

that 

(2.21 ) 

!jhus the conserved quantity Q can be considered to be 

carried by the quarks, with each quark of type a carrying 

the amount Q(a) J 

An allowed ring graph is one corresponding to a non-zero amplitude 

A(T) £ N. Index a is said to be con .. "1ected to index ~ it' and only if a 

quark a is connected to a quark 13 by a path in an allowed ring graph. 

If a is connected to ~ then we may define Qap to be the StW ot' the Qi 
'~ of tl:e particles on any path in any allowed ring graph that runs from a 

quark a to a quarkI'. The conditions of the theorem immediately ensure 

that Qap is independent of the choice of path, and choice of ring, and 

that if a is connected to both 13 and y then 13 is connected to y 

and the following relation holds 

--
(2.22) 
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Let a .denote some fixed element of r, and define Q(a) by 
co 

Q(c() = O. 
(2.23) 

Then for any ~ such that a is connected to ~ ·define 

-
(2.24) 

Then (2.22) is satisfied, and gives as a special case the required 

" ~ i. = Q ( d (.:) - G.. C pC i.) • 

(2.25) 

If there are elements of r to which a is not connected then 

pick some a I E r such that a is not connected to a'. Then set Q(a') = 0, 

and define Q(~ I) = -Qa'~' i for all 13 I such that a' is connected to j3 I. 

There is no such 13 I such that a is connected to 13'. For if there were 

such a 13 1 then a would be co~~ected to aI, contrary to assumption. 

SL~ce I is assumed to be finite this procedure eventually defines all 

Q(a) in a way such that (2.21) holds. Q.e.d. 

Macrocausality permits singularities on all positive-a Landau 
'- .... -

surfaces, but it does not demand that these singularities all be present. 

It is uni tari ty that requires the presence of singul,ari ties. Tq see which 

singularities are present one calculates the discontinuities. The usual 

procedure 6) can be carried over almost intact. It shows that the only 

singularities that are actually present in ring amplitudes are those that 

correspond to Landau diagrams that can be drawn, with no crossing lines, 

on a disc corresponding to the ring amplitude, as indicated in Fig. 5. 

That is, the Landau diagrams must be planar diagrams, with their external 

end-points arranged in the cyclic order associated with the ring amplitude. 

Each vertex corresponds to a ring amplitude, with the lines in the indicated 

cyclic order. This could be indicated by replacing each vertex of the 

L~~dau diagram by a tiny ring. 

The ring amplitudes are the fundamental building block of the 

theory. They must satisfy the unitar.ity, and analyticity properties stated 

above, and be Lorentz invariant. These requirements are Simpler than those 
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of the full amplitude because the analyticity properties are Simpler. They 

do not evidently require the presence of Hegge cuts. 

The ring amplitudes are the analogues of the basic functions of 

the dual resonance models. Here they are constrained by the ordered unita

rity, analyticity, and Lorentz invariance properties, and enjoy the import

ant pole-factorization property, with the positions of the poles determined 

by the masses of the external particles. Unitarity forbids physical par

ticles in the direct ch~~el above threshold~ 

With the ring amplitudes considered as given one can proceed with 

the construction of the physical. amplitudes. The first step is to define a 

"planar amplitude" corresponding to each given set of particles. This planar 

amplitude is defined to be the sum o~ the ring amplitudes over all of the 

dif'ferent cyclic orderings of the given set of particles. This planar ampli

tude is considered to be the first approximation to the phYSical scattering 

amplitude. , 

The different orders of approximation are defined by means of a 

topological classification scheme. Each planar amplitude is, as just stated, 

a sum of ring amplitudes. Thus in a unitarity product of planar amplitudes 

one will encounter various products of two ring amplitudes. And in higher 

order calculations one will encounter similar unitarity-type products of 

many ring amplitudes. A typical product involving four ring amplitudes is 

indicated diagrammatically in Fig. 6. An equivalent, but more compact re

presentation is shown in Fig. 7. 

One must now determine the genus of' a graph such as the one of 

Pig. 7. The theory of the minimal imbedding of a graph on a surf'ace has 

been given by Youngs 7). Youngs shows that a minimal imbedding (i~e., an 

imbedding on a surface with a minimum number of handles) is necessarily a 

t·olo-cell imbedding. This means that if S is a surface upon which G is 

minimally imbedded then each component (connected part) of S-G is topolo

gically equivalent to a disc. That is, each connected part of S minus G 

resembles a connected open portion of a planar surface. 

For any two-cell imbedding the Euler formula holds. This for!llula 

2h.~2+E-V-F 
(2.26) 
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says that twice the number of handles, 2h, is two plus the number E of 

edges of. G minus the number V of vertices of G minus~the number F 

of faces of S-G. The faces of S-G are the components (connected parts) 

of S-G. 

In graph theory each edge runs between two vertices. Hence one 

must ignore the eight external lines of Figs. 6 and 8. Thus the 'grs.p~" of 

Fig. 7 has V=4 and E = 6, while that of Fig. 6 has v= 20 and E = 26. 

The number of faces F can be computed by a simple procedure. 

One places a point on one side of a line of G and then traces a path ~hat 

stays always next to a line of G, and at each vertex moves continuously 

to a unique adjacent side of a unique adjacent line. This unique side of 

a unique line is determined by the condition that the path cross no line that 

is attached to the vertex. The path is traced out in this way until it re

turns to the original starting pOint. This path lies near the boundary of 

a Single face. An example is shown in Fig. 8. 

Figure 7 lias, clearly, only one other face besides the one whose 

boundary is shown in Fig. 8. Thus F= 2, and the number of handles is 

t( 2 + 6 - 4- - 2) = 1. Figure 6 has an extra four "inner" face lines, givi!'!5' 

F = 6, and h = tC 2 + 26 - 20 - 6) = 1 • 

The number of boundaries b in Fig. 7 is one, because only one of 

the two lines that define the two faces encounters external lines. Figure 6 

has the same one boundary. In general b is the number of "face lines" 

that encounter external lines. 

Counting the faces is trivial for a graph G that corresponds to 

a product of ring functions. This is because the rule that defines the to

pological character of G specifies that G be imbedded on the surface S 

in a way such that the lines coming into each vertex have the cyclic order 

specified by the ring function corresponding to that vertex. In the case 

normally considered in graph theory the cyclic order in which the lines 

come into a vertex, when G is imbedded in S, is not given beforehand. 
I 

Thus one must, in principle, try each possible combination of cyclic orderings 

at the various vertices, in order to find which one gives, via the procedure 

shown above, the maximum number of faces F, and hence, by formula (2.26), 

the minimum nunber of handlesh. This procedure of trying each combination 

of cyclic orderings of the lines at each vertex is precisely Youngs l 
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algorithm for computing the genus of a graph. But in our case the ordering 
~ 

corresponding to each vertex is specified, and hence there is only one set 
\ . 

of orderings to consider. The calculation is, therefore, trivial. (It is 

clear that the face lines associated with a graph G can be considered to 

be the components of the boundary ~a of a surface a = a (G) that is im

bedded on the same imbedding surface.) 

Now that the algorit~~ has been given for computing h and b 

for ar.y product of ring f~ctions, one may consider the topological expan

sion. It is assumed that the connected scattering function breaks into a 

sum of terms 

, 
(2.27) 

and one dema.'1.ds that the standard discontinuity formulas derived from uni ta-
6) 

rity 

s = 
~ 

5' 
,c. 

(2.28) 

should decompose in accordance with the number of boundaries and handles 

-- [ 
1· Z]' 

S..c .. 5.-& k 
(2.29 ) 

The crucial property of the theory, which is what makes the ordered 

Hilbert space idea useful, is that if S1 is identified with the planar o 
amplitude constructed from the ring functions defined by the ordered Hilbert 

space equations, then the lowest-order contribution to (2.29), namely 

"D [pi pl.] ~ d,Sc. I ':I .., 

(2.30) 

is automatically satisfied \by virtue of the discontinuity formulas satisfied 

by the ring functions by virtue of theirunitarity property in the ordered 

Hilbert space •. This property is not immediate because the unitarity equa

tion (2.28), and the consequent equations (2.29) and (2.30), are formulated 

in the ordinary Hilbert space, whereas the unitarity properties of the ring 

functions are formulated in the ordered Hilbert space. However, the algorithm 



for calculating h and b is such that the planar (h= 0, b = 1) part of 

Eq. (2.29) is satisfied by virtue of the definition of P as a sum of ring 

amplitudes together \tith the discontinuity formulas for the ring amplitudes 

that follow from the ordered Hilbert space unitarity. 

The validity of (2.30) is illustrated for the Simplest case of a. 

two-particle discontinuity of a two-particle scattering function by the 

diagrams of Figs. 9 through 13., as elaborated by their captions. 

The mesonic graph theory outlined above has provided a coherent 

mathematical baSis for the successful calculations of the dual-unitarization 

and topological-expansion schemes in the meson sector 1). In the following 

sections it is generalized to· all hadronic processes. 

3. - HADR01'T SURFACES 2) 

3.1. - Baryon surface 

In order to incorporate baryons into the topological expansion 

scheme one can represent each one-baryon process by a set of three surfaces 

arranged as the feathers of an arrow, as shov.n in Fig. 14a. An end view is 

shown in Fig. 14b. 

I 

Each of the three sheets has an outer boundary, sho';m as a solid 

directed line, and an inne'r boundary that runs in the opposite direction, 

and is represented by a dotted line. 

Each of these three sheets is analogous to a sheet from the meson 

sector, and can have mesons connected along the outer boundary, as shown in 

Fig. 15a. Figure 15b shows an equivalent figure in which only one meson 

strip is connected along the outer boundary. We shall usually draw the dia

grams in this second way. 

The three inner boundaries are three topologically distinct lines. 

Ho',";ever, they are required to stay close together. The combination of the 

three inner lines is called a baryon line, and is often represented as a 

single dotted line, as shown in Fig. 16. With this substitution the figure 

of Fig. 14 can be represented as in Fig. 11. Diagrams corresponding to 

several typical processes are shov.n in Figs. 18, 19 and 20 •. 

o 
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Unitarity will introduce figures represented by join~g together 

several surfaces of the kind described above. Joining the two fi~~res of 

Fig. 20 gives a figure with a baryon closed loop. Since the baryon line is 

really three lines the single baryon closed loop can represent either three 

separate closed loops of inner (dotted) lines, or two such closed loops, or 

a single such closed loop, depending on how the three inner lines are fitted 

together in joining the two halves of Fig. 21. The three cases are shown in 

Fig. 22. The total nUl:lber of baryon closed loops is denoted by 1. = 1.1 + .t2 + .t
3

' 

where .t is the number of baryon closed loops in which the three inner n 
dotted lines form n closed loops (see Fig. 22). 

3.2. - Cannin~ nrocedures 

In the meson sector the capping procedure joins to'gether at a point 

the two quark lines associated with each particle, as shown in Fig. 23. This 

point is called a particle connection point. This connection procedure pro

duces a single surface, with a single closed boundary that contains the par

ticle co~~ection pOints. 

For baryons, two different capping procedures are considered. T~e 

first is the direct capping procedure shown in Fig. 24. Here each of the 

three sheets associated with a baryon is treated separately. The surface 

formed by this direct capping procedure is called a l • 

The second capping procedure is called the indirect capping proce

dure. It is shown in Fig. 25. The indirect capping procedure joins the 

three separate surfaces together to form a single oriented surface. In both 

capping procedures each baryon is represented by a triad of particle con

nection points. The surface formed by the indirect capping procedure is 

denoted by a, and is called the capped surface. 

3.3. - Joined surfaces 

The surface 

dering the three inner 

conversion is shown in 

a l is converted to the joined surface a by consi

boundary lL~es to be a single line 8)-10). This 

Fig. 26-. The sections a i of a joined surface a 
are identical to the components of the corresponding surface a I. The 

junction lines of a joined surface a are the (dotted) lines where three 

sectCi>rs meet. 
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3.4. - Classification scheme 

Let 

parts) of a 

)(.=Xa and )(., =li.a,' be the number of components (connected 

and a', respectively. Surfaces in which some component 

(connected part) of a has no connection point are disregarded. 

nents (connected parts) of the boundaries ()a of a, ()a' of a', 

The compo-
.... 

and ()O' 
.... 

of a are called boundaries if they contain particle connection points, ~~d 

are called windo~s if they do not. The minimum nuwber of boundaries of a 

is 

't' - '1.+ 1 • 

The number 6 is defined by 

-- b - blW\. 'l\, • 

Then each surface a (and consequently also the surfaces a' and 

ciated iwith a in the manner discussed in Sections 3.2 and 3.3) is 

fied by a set of three numbers (h,O,t). Here h is the genus of 

(3.1 ) 

,. 
a asso-

~lassi-

a, which 

is the number of handles on the surface of fewest handles upon which a can 

be imbedded. The (Euler) formula for h is 

E -v-F 
2. -

where F is the number of components (connected parts) in the boundary ()a 

of a, and E and V are the number of edges and vertices of the graph 

G obtained by squeezing the surface a into a graph. Examples of the 
a 

mapping a-G will be given later. The F components of the boundary 
a 

a are separated into b boundaries and w windows : F = b + w. 

3.5. - The ele~entar7 surfaces 

The elementary surfaces a are characterized as follows 

Characterization of elementary a ---------------------------------
a) t = 0 

b) w= 0 

c) h = 0 

d) 6 = 0 

(a has no baryon closed lOOps) 

(a has no windows) 

(a can be imbedded on a sphere) 

(a has the minimum number of boundaries) 

of 
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The elementary surfaces a' are characterized as follows 

Characterization of elementary a' ----------------------------------
a) 

b) 

c) 

1, = 0 (no baryon closed lOops) 

b.-1=w.=h.=0 iE(1, ••• ,K') 
~ ~ ~ 

one boundary, no windows, and can 

G is a tree graph. (The graph 

graph with Betti number ~ = 0 

A 

A 

(eaCh component of a' has 

be imbedded on a sphere) 

G defined below is a cor~ected 
,. 

i.e., G has no closed lOOp). 

The graph G is constructed by the rules shown in Fig. 27. First 

each component a i of a' is squeezed into a tree graph· Gi that has a 

one-line vertex for each meson connection point o_f (j i. (see Fig. 27a), and 

has a one-line vertex for each pair of baryon-antibaryon connection points 

cor~ected by a dotted line. That is, each dotted portion of the boundary· 

of a i is contracted to a point, which is called a baryonic vertex of Gi • 
,. 

Then the various graphs Gi are joined together to give G by joining 

together the thre~ baryonic vertices that correspond to each single baryon

antibaryon pair. That is, the images of the three dotted lines associated 

with each baryonic process are identified. 

a) 

b) 

c) 

The elementary joined surfaces a are characterized as follows 

1,=0 
I 

bi - 1 = hi = Wi = 0 all i E (l, ••• ,x') 

a is co~~ected and Simply connecte~ (~ is connected and each 
,. A 

closed curve in a can be continuously distorted in a to a 

small closed loop that bounds a portion of 

ally equivalent to a disc.) 

that is topologic-

Theoretl 3.1 2) The joined surface a is elementary if and only if the 

corresponding surface a' is elementary (see Fig. 28). 

-

T~eoreI!l 3.2 2) The capped surface a is elementary if and only if 

the corresponding surface a' is elementary 

(The surfuces a and a corresponding to a given a' are 

defined as in Sections 3.2 and 3.3.) 

r· • ........ _ ... 
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Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 provide an easy way to identify the elementary 

surfaces a and 8. Figure 29 shows two surfaces associated with the pro-

cess BB -+ BE. Figure 

that is a- tree graph. 

shows a. surfa.ce a' 2 
A 

29a shows 

Thus a 1 ' 
that gives 

a surface 

a 1 and 

a graph 

al that gives a graph cr(a 1)· 
81 are elementary. Figure 29b 

G(a2) having a closed loop. Thus 
, a 2 , a

2 
and a 2 

are not elementary. 

Elementary surfaces with windows are defined by the above condi

tions with the conditions w = 0 and w. = 0 relaxed. The theorems hold 
~ 

also for elementary surfaces with windows. 

3.6. - Tree cuts in A a 

Let A a be a joined surface. A tree cut in A a is a structure 

with the follo\ung properties 

a) T is the union of a finite set of disjoint open line segments, 

and a finite set of vertices ; 

T 

b) T is a connected set, and contains no closed loop. (T is a treeo) 

c) T locally bisects A a : for each point p in the closure T of 

T there is a neighbourhood N(p) of p in A a such that N(P) - T 

consists of precisely two diSjoint connected parts. 

---- -------

Theorem 3.3 2) If A 

cr is elementary then any tree cut in A a separa.tes 

a into two elementary surfaces cr 1 and e 2. 

Thecre= 3.4 If A 

cr is elementary then any cut in that locally 

bisects cr and globally .separates cr into two elemen t-

ary surfaces 81 and is a tree cut in 

Figures 30 and 31 illustrate- these theorems. 

3.7. - Plar.ar discontinui t:'T formula 

A cr. 

The two theorems stated above lead to a planar di3continuity 

formula 2b ), which is expressed as the equality of two topological struc

tures : 
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Here A, B, and C denote sets of particle cOrL~ection paints. 

The symbols Pj(A,B), Pk(A,C), and denote elementary joined sur-

faces with windows, and with the indicated sets of particle connection 

points. The subscripts j, k,t and h denote different surfaces with these 

properties, and include an index specifying the number Wi of windows in 

each component a i of the surface'" in question. The index T runs over the 

tree cuts L~ the surface P.(A,B) (with w.L~dows ignored) that separate 
J 

P.(A,B) into two elementary jOined surfaces, one containing A, the other 
J 

B. The windows in Pj(A,B), considered as indistinguishable objects, are 

separated in all possible ways into three groups w(A), weB), and w(c), 

which are placed on the left of T, on the right of T,. and on T, res

pectively, with those on T distributed in all possible ways among the 

edges of T. Appropriate statistical factors are included 2). On the right 

of (3.4), one joins the two surfaces to form a single surface. This surface 
A a is retained if it is an elementary surface \vi th windows. 

3.8. - Connection to meson sector 

The conditions h = 6 = J. = 0 are a natural generalization of the 

condi tions (h = 0; b = 1) of the meson sector, in the sense that they demand 

that a can be imbedded on a sphere, have the minimum number of boundaries, 

and have no baryon closed loops. They can be characterized also by the to-
A 

pological s~plicity either of the graph G or the surface e (Theorems 3.1 

and 3.2). And they lead to a planar discontinuity formula that is similar to 

that of the meson sector. Thus the elementary surfaces are a natural can

didate for the analogues of the planar surfaces of the meson sector. More

over, the powers of the coupling constant g appears as 

I"lM 

j 
(3.5a) 
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which is the same as in the meson case, except for the facto~ g-nB. For 

elementary surfaces one has K = 1 and b. = I1- + 1, and (3.5a) becomes 
ml.ll .Jj 

(3.50) 

If one includes the statistical factor Nf for each window, (3.5) becomes 

(3.6) 

If one sets [see Ref. 3[J then each simple surface associated with 

a given process will have the same power of g. 

This final result, though based on the dynamical condition 2 
g Nf = 1 , 

adds further support to the suggestion that the elementary surfaces be re

garded as the analogue s of the windowless pla."1ar . (h = 0, b = 1) surfaces of 

the meson sector. 

3.9. - Alte~ative olanar discontinuity formula 

The cr~cial requirement is the planar discontinuity formula. 

Formula. (3.4) is similar to the one of the meson sector, but there are 

i!Ilporta."1t differences. In the first place, the sum on the left is only over r? . .. 
the tree cuts T, rather tha~ ,over all cuts that separate P.(A,B) into 

J. 
two connected parts. If one allows non-tree cuts then Fig. 32b shows the 

need for non-elementary surfaces on the right-hand side of the equation. 

Thus formula (3.4) is not fully satisfactory. Moreover, pair creation and 

baryon closed loops are excluded. 

A second difference is that the sum over tree-graph cuts on the 

left-hand side of (3.4) is generally over many topologically different tree

graph cuts, as illustrated in Fig. 33. The cut shown in Fig. 33b separates 

the surfc.ce into two connected part.s, but is not minimal. And it separates 

the boundary into three sets, one of which has no particle connection pOints. 

These "extra" tree cuts are eliminated if one requires the cut to separate 

cr rather than a into two connected parts. This alternative rule yields a 
2a) planar discontinuity formula that is similar to the one in the meson 

sector. 
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The work that follows is based on this alternative possibili~y. 

It leads to an exact and satisfactory planar unitarity equaiion that aCCC:::l

modates baryon closed loops and baryon-anti baryon pairs • 

4. - THE HADRONIC GRAPHS 

4.1. - Graoh theory requirements 

The foundation of the theory of hadrons created here is the 

following set of graph theory requirements. They provide the necessary 

rigid mathematical structure. 

(a) There is a set 6' of directed graphs, called process graphs. 

Each vertex v of a proce~s graph has a label Av = (pv,f./ov' tv). 

Each edge e has a label Be. Each process graph is completely 

identified by the set of characteristics 

V(G)=No. of vertices of G, 

E(G) = rIo. of edges of G, 

A (G) vE:(1, ••• ,V(G», v 
e~(1, ••• ,E(G), and 

.... 
. '-Be(G) 

e (G) 
, 

e6(1, ••• ,E(G) ;v~(1, ••• ,V(G». 
i I;... .. 

ev ,..... i, 

The number €ev(G) is the incidence matrix element : it is plus 

one, minus one, or zero, according to whether vertex v lies on 

the front end, the back end, or no end of edge e, respectively. 

Two graphs G having the same set of characteristics introduced 

above are considered to be the same graph. 

(b) Each cutting of a proc.ess graph into two disj oint parts, each of 

which is a connected set, defines two state granhs. Each of these 

state graphs is constructed by identifying all the loose ends of > 

one of the 7,'.'10 di3j oint l'art3 ','/i ·~:1 9. s:'::.gl':! yertcx, O. 

(c) For each pair of state graphs Gi and Gj there is at most one 

process graph that can be cut into the two connected parts Gi 
and Gj • This unique G, if it eXists, is denoted by 

GiGj = GjGi = G. Otherwise, G.G. = G.G. = G¢, where c1 is called l.J .Jl. 
the null graph, and corresponds to no process. 
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. The results of Section 3 can be used to constI"'.lct;;.. solution of 

the above graph theory requirements. In this solution the set P of 

precess graphs consists of the graphs 

of the elementary joined surfaces a, 
/ 

in accordance with the following rules 

G= G(a) = oa that are the boundaries 

. and that have their edges coloured 
2a) 

(i) each edge has a colour index 1, 2, or 3; 

(ii) two edges have the same colour index if they meet at a two-line 

vertex ; 

(iii) three edges have three different colour indices if they meet at a 

~ three-line vertex. 

." 

(Note that each vertex of a graph G in CP is either a two-line meson 

connection point or a three-line baryon connection point.) 

That this set ~ satisfies the graph theory requirements is a 

consequence of the reconstruction theorem described next. 

4.2. - Reconstruction theorem 

Tr..eorem 4.1 
\ 

Let a be an elementary joined surface. Let G(a)=oe 

be the graph conSisting of the boundary lines of a. Let 

GJ(a) be G(8' ~ith the junction lines added, Tr..en the 

mapping 

(4.1 ) 

has a unique inverse 

A cr' Gal • 

That is, an elementary surface e can be uniquely recons

tructed ·from its boundary graph Gee). 

A typical elementary joined surface 8 is shown in Fig. 34. 

A typical graph GJ (8) is shown in Fig. 35. The graphical reconstruction 

rules are shown in Fig. 36. They say that to obtain GJ(G) from Gone 

must first connect by a dotted line any pair of three-line vertices that-

are already joined by two solid line segments (edges). Then one must connect 
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by a dotted line any two three-line vertices already joined by two paths 

each of which consists of either a solid line segment, or an alternating se

quence of dotted and undotted line segments vdth solid line segments at 

each end. To reconstruct e(G) one joins by a sheet each of the dotted 

lines introduced above to each of the two line segments associated with it . 
in this constr'.l.ction. Finally one adds a sheet that fills in the final 

closed loop (see Figs. 36, 35, 34). (I shall not supply here proofs of 

theorems that appear geometrically pbvious from an inspection of Fig. 35.) 

4.3. - Ele~entary granhs and necklace granhs 

The graph. G(e) = ba is the boundary of A cr. An ele~entary gr~ph 

G is a graph that is the boundary G(e) of an elementary joined surface 
,. 
cr. 

by 

A 

repeated 

necklace ~ranh 

application of 

of the graph is split into 

Fig. 31. 

is 

the 

two 

a graph that can be constructed from a circle 

"spli t'ting operation", whereby a line segI!lent 

parts along a f:LTli te strip, as shown in 

Theorem 4.2 : Each elementary graph has the form (i.e., incidence matrix) 

of a necklace graph. 

Note that each necklace graph G can be drawn in a plane with 

no lines crossing. If one represents by a dotted line each line segment 

that was separated into two parts to form G then one obtains a graph 

GJ(G) having the form of Fig. 35. Conversely, each graph of the form of 

Fig. 35 is obtainable by repeated application of this splitting operation. 

'" Each directed graph G has a mirror image graph G obtained by 

reflecting it in a mirror. In this reflection the directions of the lines 

transform in the same way as ,spin directions : the components perpendicular 

to the mirror are unchanged, but the components :LTl the plane of the mirror 

are reyersed. 

; .---
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4.4. - Interface tree granhs 

Theorem 4.3 Let G be any elementary graph. 

G
1 

8(G) 

Let 

and 

be any cutting of 

Then there is a 

that separates the element-

G into two connected parts, 

unique tree T = T(G,C) in 

ary joined surface 8(G) into two elementary joined surfaces, 
'" a

1 
and a2 , having G

1
T as the boundary of 01 and TG

2 
'" as the boundary of 82• Moreover, G1T and TG2 are both 

necklace graphs. Ijwo trees in a(G) are considered identical 

if they are topologically equivalent within a(G). Each in

ternal vertex of T(G,C) is identified by the junction line 

of GJ'(8) that it cuts; each external end point of T(G,C) 
is identified by the edge of G(e) that it cuts; and each 

line segment of T(G,C) is identified by the ordered pair of 

points it connects and by the unique component (j. through 
J. 

which it runs. Since each component of an elementary sur£ace 

has h. = 0, b. = 1, and w. = 0, no further characterization 
J. J. . J. 

of this line is required;] 

Because, of the Simple topological character of the elementary sur

faces the ~~ique T(G,C) can be seen by inspection, as sho~vn in Fig. 38. 

The systematic rule for constructing T(G,C) is to proceed with 

the construction G_GJ'(G) defined in (4.2), and place a cut on each junction 

line that connects two vertices that lie in different sets, G1 and G2 , 

then, in the construction GJ'(G)-<i(G), to place a cut in each surface 

and 

that has a cut boundary. Each surface that has a cut boundary will have (ji 
\ 

exactly two cuts on its boundary. The cut in (ji is drawn betV'ieen these two 

cuts. The appropriate choice of direction is then supplied. 

T!1eorem 4.4 Let G be any elementary graph. Let C be any cutting of 

G into t\~ connected parts G1 and G2• Then T(G,C) is 

determined by G
1 

and G
2

, separately •. __ .. _ ... _._. 
--~----. -
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To construct T(Gi ) from Gi one first removes all meson cor~~ect

·~on pOints, and then applies repeatedly the folldwing contraction procedure : 

if two tr..ree-line vertices of Gi are joined by a pair of segments of Gi 
then contract the closed loop formed by these two lines to a point, and re

move this point. When no further contraction is possible the graph is 

T (G. ) (see Fig. 39). The conclusion (4.3) can be reached b"y viewing the 
l. 

contraction process G. -'T(G.) as the result of shifting a surface S 
l. l. 

- that bisects erG), and cuts its boundary G. - into the parts G1 and G2 -

from an initial position near Gi to a final position that cuts no junction 

line more than once (see Fig. 35). Each bubble in Gi disappears when the 

cut S n erG) becomes tangent to a junction line that it orignally cut 

through twice. 

Theorem 4.5 (compatibility theorem) Let G1 be a connected part or an 

Proof 

elementary graph G', and let G2 be a connected part of 

an elementary graph Gil. Then there is a graph G that can 

be separated into two connected parts with fOr::ls G
1 

and 

G2 only if T(G
1

) = ;:'(G2). 

If there is a graph G that can be separated into two connected 

parts G
1 

and G2 
connected parts G1 

then some cutting C of G separates G into the 

and G2• But then (4.3) gives the result. 

4.5. - Unique comnosition requirement 

Suppose the graphs G of P are the boundaries of the elementary 

joL~ed surfaces. Then the state graphs Gi are the graphs obtained from 

cutting these graphs into two connected parts. 

Suppose G. 
l. 

~(Gi) to Gi in the 

two such state graphs 

is such a state graph. Then ;:'(Gi)Gi is the necklace 

natur.al way (see Fig. 38). The composition GiGj of 

G
i 

and G
j 

is the null gr3ph if T(Gi ) 1~(Gj)' For 

Theorem 4.5 shows that in this case no G can be cut into the two connected 

parts G
1 

and G2 • If, on the other hand, T(Gi)=:;:'(G j ), and if T(Gi ) 

has no s~etry, then GiG
j 

is the unique graph obtained as follows 

(1) fix the positions of the necklace graphs G.~(G.) and ~(G.)G. in a 
l. l. J J 

way such that :;:'(Gi ) lies on ;:'(G
j
), in the plane of the mirror, with 

their edges running in opposite directions; and (2) cancel' ~(Gi) and 

~(G.) • 
J 
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.. .One can visualize the graphs GJ..~(GJ.') and ~(G.)G" 
J 9 

surfaces.' of two hemispheres that fi ttogether to form a sphere, 
drawn on the 

G. on 
",J 
T (G.) 

the spherical parts, and with the two cancelling graphs 

on the two flat faces where the hemispheres meet. This 

with 

~(G. ) 
J. 

simple 

G. J. 
and 

way 
J 

visualizing the formation of the graph will be helpful later. 

and 

of 

Some tree graphs have a symmetry. However, suppose one assigns 

colours to the edges of our necklace graphs in the way prescribed in 

Section 4.1. Then the tree graphs have no symmetry 5), and the composition 

of the state graphs is unique. 

4.6. - Co~unicating channels 

denoted by /Gi >. Two 

T ( G. ) = T ( G . ) • Thus the J. J 

The ket associated with graph Gi is 

states /Gi > and /Gj > communicate only if 

state space separates into a .set of orthogonal sectors characterized by 

different trees ·T. Each vertex of ·each of these trees T has exactly 

three lines attached to it. 

The states /Gi > with one-line trees T(G. ) lie in the meson J. 
sector. The states IGi > with three-line trees T(Gi ) lie in the baryon 

sector. The states fGi > with five-line trees G. (T) lie in the baryonium 
J. 

sector, etc. Theorem 4.5 forbids communication between states in different 

sectors. Thus, for example, the states in the baryonium sector do not com

municate with the states of the meson sector. 

4.7. - Inclusion of higher particles 

If the set ~ is the set of all elementary graphs then the allowed 

stable particles can only be baryons or mesons. However, a single-particle 

state /Gi > with T (G.) J. having more than three lines can be represented 

by a collection of vertices connected together in the same way as the ver

tices of T(G.). Moreover, these vertices can be contracted to a single J. 
vertex, thus producing state graphs having vertices that connect more than 

three lines. 

Suppose each of these vertices is considered to have an inner 

structure conSisting of the part of the tree that was contracted out. Then, 

by displaying these inner structures, one recovers the necklace graph struc-,-
ture. The unique composition requirement then folloY/S ·as ·befor"e;" :: 
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5. - TOPOLOGTCAL CLASSIFICATION AND A BASIC THEORm~ 

To erect a general theory of hadrons upon the foregoing graph 

theoretical structure, we shall now introduce a topological classification 

sche~e that produces : 

i) planar ur~tarity, 

ii) a crossing invariant singularity structure, and 

iii) a procedure that appears to generate a full hadronic S matrix that 

satisfies the demands of unitarity, analyticity, and Lorentz L'1.va-

riance. 

This scheme, and the consequences that flow from it, are discussed 

in this and subsequent sections. 

5.1. - The ordered S matrix 

The ordered S matrix is defined by 

0""+ \ r;..!~ > < G· " 
J • 

(5.1 ) 

The ordered S matrix elements are required to satisfy the ordered unitarity 

relations 

(5.2a) 

and 

(5. 2b) 

The sum is over all topologically distinct state grap~s Gj , where each 

vertex v of any state graph is identified by a set of variables 

Av = (pv 'J..i.v ' tv)' and the sum over p is the usual 

L.... r J."" P;; '2JT $ + (v f! - /1"'-"( i.,l) (~) 
;'''1 t" (A7T) 
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The function 6 (Gi , Gk ) . is defined by ... 

~(G,. G.l= ~(Cit/G,)::a,~~(G':JGIt) 
, . (5.3a) 

~ (G':
I 

Gtt):- 0 if- ~ Gat f Gif 

(5.3b) 

. and 

. 2:. ~ (c;.~ I Gj) $ (G-j, Sit) == ~ ( Gc,J ~It) • 
··Gi (5.3c) 

By introducing the separation 

(5.4) 

~~d the definitions 

(5.5a) 

and 
- , 

I 

I _ - '"R~ ( Gt J G:..) -= ~: ( G j. Go i. ) J (5.5b) 

one may write the ordered unitarity equations in the alternative forms 

(5.6a) 

(5.6b) 

and 
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An ordered S matrix element So(Gi,G
j

) is a function of the 

amplitude graph G=GiG
j

, and hence of the ordered set of variables 

K = (K.:, Kj) 
(5.7a) 

that identify its vertices. Here 

(5. 7b) 

and 

(5.7c) 

whe~e Vi and Vj 

a.."1d 

are the sets of vertices of Gi and G
j

, respectively, 

The function 

structure of the graph 

So(Gi,Gj ) 

G .. =G.G .• 
~J ~ J 

• 

(5.8) 

is also a function of the topological 

This structure is defined by the inci-

dence matrix €, whose elements € are defined above. If the graph is ev 
I 

coloured then S (G.,G.) can depend also on the way the lines of GJ..G
J
. 

o J. J 
are coloured. 

5.2. - Conr-ection graohs 

We shall be interested in products of the form 

in which the variable A v associated with each vertex v 

t IV rv) 
S (G., G . ) S ( Gl1· , Gk o J..J 0 -

of VJ is iden-

tified vnth (i.e., set equal to) the variable associated with some 

vertex v' of ~. The identification is required to be one-to-one. 

More generally, we wish to consider products with any one-to-one 

identification of vertices in different amplitude graphs. 

This one-to-one identification of vertices can be represented 

graphically in the manner illustrated in Fig. 40. This graph G[g1,G2 ] 

shows a typical identification of certain vertices of two amplitude graphs 
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G1 and G2• The dotted lines connect baryon vertices that are identified. 

They are oriented so as·to conserve the direction of flow at~ach connection 

point. The Wiggly lines connect the meson connection points that are iden

tified. 'They are not oriented. 

More generally one can consider al1.y graph . G[G1 ,G2, ••• , GnJ con

sisting of a set of ampli tude graphs G1 , ••• ,G n together with a set of 

oriented dotted lines that connect pairs of baryon connection points in 

G1 V G2 ••• U Gn and a set of unoriented (or doubly oriented) wiggly lines 

that connect pairs of meson con..'1.ection pOints in G1 v G2 ••• 'JGn • The 

orientation of the dotted lines must conserve orientation at each vertex. 

No particle connection point can lie on more than one end of one line of 

G - G1 v G2 ••• U Gn • Graphs G@" ••• ,GnJ of this kind are called connec~t

'ion graphs, and the lines of G- (G1 u G2 ••• "sGn ) that connect the differ

ent ele~entary components G1 , ••• ,Gn of G are called the particle co~~e~t-

1ion lines, or simply the connection lines. 

5.3. - COP_'1.ecting surfaces 

Consider any connection graph G@1' ••• ,Gn J. Each of the cons

~-ti tuent amplitude graph Gi . can be converted to the associated graph 

G~=GJ(G.) with junction lines by means of the mapping (4.2). This graph 
j- J. 

G (Gi ) can then be converted to the corresponding elementary capped surface 

cr(Gi ) by replacing each junction line by the triad of dotted in..'1.er lines 

that it represents, and then performing the capping operation. An exa~ple 

is shown in Fig. 41. The connection graph G = G@1 ,G2 , ••• , GnJ is then 

converted into a connecting surfa.ce cr(G) b:r replacing each Gi in G by 

cr(G.), and then applying the rule indicated in Fig. 42 to each dotted line 
,J. 

of G, and the rule indicated in Fig. 43 to each wiggly line of G. 

For our coloured graphs the requirement of colour-continuity uni
<4 ClIl-t.J 

quely determines how the lines at one end of a "fig~lJ line are to be joined 

to those at the other end. 

5.4. - To~olo~ical classification 

Each connection graph G@1' G2, ••• ,Gn ] is associated with a 

triad (h[GJ, {) [G], h [GJ)' of topological indices defined as follows. 
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Let O':O'(G) be the connecting surface associated with 

G= G[G1 , ••• ,"Gnj. Let GO' be any graph obtained by shrin..1cing the surface 

~ continuously into a g!'aph. Then h[G] is the genus of G 
0' 

where E(G), V(G ), F(G); and ~(G) 
(j 0' 0'- 0' 

are the numbers of edges, vertices 

face lines and components (conne~ted parts) of G. The number F(G) of 
0' (j 

face lines of 

the boundary 

closed loop. 

G 
0' 

is equal to the number of components (connected parts) of 

bO' of the surface 0' = 0' (G). Each component of bO' is a 

Those that contain particle cor~ection points are called bound-

aries, and those that do not are called windows. 

The number h[G] 

handles upon which 0' = 0' (G) 

is the number of handles on the surface of fewest 

(or G ) 
0' 

of the vertices around each vertex of 

can be imbedded. The cyclic ordering 

G 
0' 

is considered to be part of the 

is a graph ~tith oriented lines and ordered ver-definition of G. Thus G 
0' 0' 

tices, as~discussed in Section 2. 

If G= G@1 ,G2 J is the graph of Fig. 40, the!'! 
, 
\ 
i 
I E l G-f1") - V ( <repo) = z. 

F'~) '::::, 
- (GO") :: 3 
-~ 
It' C G.,.) = 3 
-~ (~) =1 

I.A.r ( (;.0-) = F( G,) - b (Gcr) : sa 
h ( G-~) :: h. r Go:! -= 1 
S ( Gao): ~ [. G-] -= 0 · 

, 
I
I 

In tracing the face lines of G one must nm once in e:3.ch di---
0' 

rection through each wiggly line of G, and thrice in each direction through 

each dotted line of G. Three of the six faces of the graph G (G), for the 
(j 

G of Fig. 40, are the three dotted closed loops of Fig. 22 (~3). 

Two vertices of a connection graph G@1, ••• ,Gn J are called "n:ates" 

if they are joined by a junction line in a graph GJ(G.) constructed according 
~ 

to the ru~e (4.2), where G. i3 anyone of the component elementary graphs 
~ 
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G G f G These J'unction lines will now be called '%ating lines", 1' ••• 'n a • 
to di3~inguish them from some lines to be discussed later. We also intro-

duce the symbol GM(Gi ) = GJ (Gi)~/Then the number A [GJ is the number of 

pairs of dotted-line edges of G such that both edges of the pair run 

between the same two elementary graphs G. and G; of G, and these t':IO 
J. " 

edges connect mates on Gi to non-mates on Gj , or vice versa: 

.\ [601 :::: nr. of mismatched mates in G. (5.10) 

If G is the graph G@1,G2J of Fig. 40 then A [GJ = O. If G 

is the graph G@1,G2J of Fig. 44 then A [GJ = 1. 

The other characteristics of the graph G@1,G2J of Fig. 44 

are seen by inspection of Fig. 45 to be 

v ( G-G'") =' a 
IF (G-o-l = I 7-

F (Gr ) -= , 
b (G-4"") = r 

&..v- ( G-~) = , 

"l ( G-o-) = r 
"~' I( ~) =S 

. ) 4(,1.- i. - 'J + I 'h (G-a- = -
s- (S-L+') 

= 0 :: 

(5.11) 

Figure 45a shoVls bO'. Figure 45b shows G , 
0' 

wi th 0' = 0' ( G ) • 

For any joined surface a let a 0 be the su.rface obtained by 

renoving from a all globes. A 1Z1obe on a joined surface a is forr::led when 

three different components of 
,. 
0' meet at a ju.~ction line closed loop j , 

and two of these three components have no boundaries, no handles, and no 

junction line save j on its windows. A globe is removed by removing 
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these two components, and replacing them by a disc in the third component~ 
~. 

thereby eliminating from this third component the junction line closed loop 

j. The surface 50 is formed by removing all globes from a, then removing 

all globes· from this new surface, etc., until one obtains a surface witn no 
I 

globes. This surface ao is a unique function of the original 5. 

Let .eo[G] be the number of baryon closed loops in ao(G). For 

our coloured graphs the conditions h[G] = 6 [GJ = 0, exclude all junction 

line 6losed loops except those associated with globes. Hence the condition 

.eo[G]=O in (5.15) below can be omitted for our coloured graphs. It can 

also be omitted for uncoloured graphs, for more complicated reasons. How

ever, it is included in (5.15) to exhibit the crucial role of this condition 

in Theorem 5.1. 

5.5. - Planar connections 

Consider any two elementary graphs G1 and G2 joined together 

to form a cOl".nection graph G [G1 ,G2J . Let G12 be the set of con..'1.ecting 

lines : 

G,-:. = G- - G-t - G.~ 
(5.12) 

Let P
1 

and P
2 

be the set of, end paints of G12 lying in G1 and G2 , 

respectively -
-P, = G., f) G-, ':. 

-
-p,.. = b-;a.1l G; ... 

J 

where G12 is the closure of G12 • Let G! (i = 1 or 2) 
~ 

the lines of the graph G. that have both end paints in 
~ 

ion between G1 
and G

2 
defined by G121 ,G2J is said 

only if, for each iE(1,2) the graphs G! and G. - G! 
~ ~ ~ 

graphs, and, moreover, 

when each vertex of 

is connected in G12• 

GI 
1 

is identified with the vertex of 

(5.13) 

be the union of 

Pi. The connect

to be planar if and 

are both connected 

G' 2 

(5.14) 

to which it 
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Suppose G1 and G2 are two elementary graphs connected 

in the manner described b.y G@1 ,G2J. Suppose both G1 - P1 
and G2 - P2 have particle cOI"..nection points. Then the con

nection between G
1 

and G
2 

defined by G@1 ,G
2
J is 

planar if and only if 

(5.15) 

Suppose first that the connection is planar. Then (5.15) must be 

proved. -

The graph Gi is a connected part of the necklace graph Gi • Let 

Gi be any connected portion of Gi that contains Gl in its interior and 

contains no vertices of Gi -Pi' Equation (5.13) and the three-line character 
"'" of the vertices of Gi entail that G1' and G2 have the same shape, with 

opposite orientations. 

The connectedness of both G! and G. - G~ entails that if G! 
~ ~ ~ ~ 

contains a pair of mates, then Gt must contain all paths in Gi between 

these two mates that start along two of the three lL~es that lead out frcm 

each vertex of the pair. This entails that the construction that takes G 

to GJ(G) will, if applied to Gi' give a GJ(Gi) that contains all of 

the junction lines of GJ(G) that join mates that lie in Gi. Thus, since 

G" - Gil 1 - 2' each pair of mates in G'.' must be a 'D. air of mates also in Gil 
~ 2' 

Hence 

as required. 

by joining 

Let 
Gil 

1 

B(G) 

to 

-- o 
(5.16) 

be the surface obtaL"1ed by connecting B(G1 ) to B(G2) 
I'J ' .• 

G2• This surface is, apart from windows, the joined 

surface that corresponds to the capped surface cr(G). 

... -; -
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. An arg'..unen t similar to the one of Theorem 4.4 shm73 that the sur

face a(G) is obtained by adding globes to the elementary joined surface 

a(G'), where 

(5.17) 

is an elementary graph~ This gives 

• 
(5.18) 

But then 

= D. 
(5.19) 

Moreover, the addition of globes to a joined surface e leaves unchanged 

the numbers h(G) and o(G) associated with the corresponding capped 
a a 

surface cr (since the addition of a globe increases both ~I and ~ by 

two, and leaves b unch~~ged) and does not affect the number of handles. 

Thus 

(5.20) 

and 

(5.21 ) 

as required. 

for each 

Conversely, suppose that (5.15) holds. Then it must be shovm that 

i E (1 ,2) both of the graphs G! and (G. - G!) are connected, 
~ l. ~ 

IV 

and G' - G' 1 - 2· 

Let a(G) be the surface constructed from G= G@1 ,G2J by the 

rules illustrated in Figs. 42 and 43. Let 8(G) be the corresponding joined 

surface obtained by joining together the three inner lines associated with 

each p~ir of mates. 
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The condition J.o [I1J = 0 of (5.15) says that the ;:';ined surface 

5 (G) has no junction line closed loops except those associated with 

globes : the removal of globes from 8(G) gives a surface 8
0

(G) with 

no junction line closed loops. This removal of globesdoes not affect h 

or 6. Thus (5.15) gives 

h. [c;.) = o = h (G-q; ) 
(5.22) 

and 

o -- = • 

(5.23) 

Thus the joined surface 5
0

(G) and the capped surface 0
0 

corresponding 

it are both elementary surfaces with wir..dows. Consequently, the boundary 

cro(G), denoted by b5
0

(G), is an elementary (necklace) graph G • 
0 

Since 

removal of globes does r..ot affect the boundary, the boundary b8(G) of 

~(G) . 1 G .., J.s a so 0 

.;At. 

=do-oCG-) • 

to 

of 

(5.24) 

The full surface 8(G) is constructed by adding globes and windows 

to the ele!!l.ent~y surface o(Go). This full surface 8(G) is cut into two 

co~~ected parts, 8 1 and 8 2, by cutting each of the strips that co~~ect 

the part of 8(G) corresponding to 8(G1 ) to the part correspondL~g to 

8(G2). This cut must cut through each globe and window of 5(G), 

there are no globes or windows in the elementary surfaces 8 (G1 ) 

since 

The condition ~[GJ=o from (5.15) means that each junction line 

closed loop is cut into two parts, one in 51 and the other in 52. Thus 

the windows in each hemisphere of each globe must form an ordered sequence, 

a.'1.d the parts of and G' 2 
lying on the hemispheres of globes must 

tv 

correspond in the way demanded by GI - G' 1 - 2· 

Because each globe is bisected in this simple way, and because the 

addition of globes does not affect the boundary stntcture, the problem is 
, 

reduced to the analogous problem with the a(G) replaced by 8, which is 

the elementary surface 5 (G) 
o wi tho" windows added ~ We may suppose that "" o 

I 
I 
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is separated by cut 

condition A [GJ = 0 

C into tyro parts, 8
1 

and 82, each co~~ected. Tee ... 
means that, on one hand, the cut cuts through each 

junction line at most once. On the other hand, any continuous path in an 

elementary surface 8 that leaves a component through some junction line, 

can return to this component only through this same junction line. These 

two facts entail that the cut must separate each component through which it 

passes into exactly two parts each of which is connected. But then the win-
'" dows in the elementary surface must line up in the way required by Gf - G' 1 - 2· 

Since the cut C separates each component through which it passes 

into precisely two cor~ected parts, the cut in the elementary surface 

must be a tree cut in 8. But then Theorem 3.3 [proved in the Appendix of 

Ref. 2IJ shows that each of the two parts is an elementary surface. This 

elementary surface 8
1 

(or 82 ) is bounded by a necklace graph. One ~art 

of this necklace graph is the tree cut T that lies at the interface of 8 1 
and 8 2" The other part is ~81 - T. 

Each three-line vertex in T has its mate in b81 - T, due to the 

condition A [GJ = 0, and the absence of globes. But then ~81 - T is just 
I'V 

the tree T, with the addition of bubbles, as indicated in Fig. 39. 

NQ~art of G1 lies in ~81 - T. 

lies between two connection pOints of G
1 

This is because any part of G1 
that are connected in G[G

1
,G2J 

to G2• But the particle connection points on b8
1 

- T are not joined in 

8=8o (G) to anything except 

b81 - T that could belong to 

connection paints on b8
1 

- T. 

tree-pIus-bubble structure of 

through " Thus, the only possible parts of cr 1 • 

G' 1 
would be segments that touch no particle 

But there are no such segments, due to the 
A 

bcr - T 
I 1 

mentioned above, and the assumed 

presence of particle connection points in 

Since no part of G1 lies in be 1 - T, the set G1 
T, and b8

1 
- T is G1 - G;' (when the length of the lines of 

appropriately adjusted). The tr.ee-plus-bubble structure of 

must lie in 

G~' - G! are 
~ ~ 

be 1 - T shows 

that G Gil 
1 - 1 is com1.ected. Hence is co~~ected, as required by 

the theorem. So is G2 - G~. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
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5.6. - Pl~ar narts 

Consider any sum ~Ft each term of which corresponds to some 

connection graph Gt • The 'Dla!lar 'Dart . (p.P.) of this sum is the subsum 

consisting of those terms that correspond to the graphs G
t 

that satisfy 

h. [ G--t1 = ~ ( G-!-] = A( G-i:] = O. 
(5.25 ) 

IJhiS condition is equivalent to (5.15) as mentioned earlierJ That is, 

-- .. -------- . '-I.Ft L Fe-
(5.25)~ (i·p·) i E{t; Gi; satisfi.es (5.26) 

Theorem 5.1 says that if the connection graphs Gt have exactly two compo-

nent amplitude graphs, G~1: and Gt2 j then the restriction to the planar 

part eliminates all terms but those in which the parts 

and 

up : 

are all co~~ected graphs, and the parts 

• 
G' G' G ,., t1' t2' t1-U"t1' 
Gt1 and Gt2 lice 

The follovdng application of this result is used to derive the 

pla..~ar uni tru;:i ty equations. Consider the function 
./ 

/' 

(5.27 ) 

where.l1 is some set of particle connection graphs. F~) is the sum of 

the indicated product of ordered S matrix elements over all terms in 

which the connection graph G[Gi Gj 
,GkG~J belongs to the set h. 

tet h =).1(Gi ,Gk ) be the set of all connection gr2.phs G of the 

G[Gl '" G'J following conditions form Gj' Gh that s§Ltisfy the : 
k 

i) G! is the fixed state graph Gi , 
~ 

ii) '" '" G' is the fixed state graph Gk , k 

iii) Gr. 
J 

is any state graph, 

iV) 
I'V 

G' is any state graph, h 

v) each v in vj is connected by an edge of G to some v in Vh , 

I 
I 

,,-
... 
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vi) each v in vh is connected by an edge of G to some v in vJ , ... 
vii) no v in Vi is connected to any v in yk by an edge of G. 

Then Theorem 5.1 says that the planar part of F()1 (Gi,Gk ») is 

F(J.j( Gi., G..;))/,.f = 

--

:: L So (G-~. C;;;) s: (~~ . ~~) 
G- [G:: "1', ~h ~1 e h ( l7c:. (;)1) 

( ~. p. ) 
~ t _& -') L SoC G-; .:~.) So (G". ~It 
G[ G-~ G-J'. ~'k. ~1t1 E 1:J( Goi, G-k) 

GJ= b-k 
L So (G-i. G-j> s!"c G1, G:lr ) 

_G:J 

=) ~ ( (;i. ~ G-'e) 
./ 

(5.28 ) 

where the ordered unitarity equation (5.6a) has been used to obtain the last 

line. 

6. - PLAnAR U1HTARITY 

6.1. - The ulanar S matrix . 

The planar S matrix is defined by 

51' (I(;. j I<j) = 

L ~ ( K, j K' Gin So ( G-i I <b0) ~ ( K ( ~.); '<J) J 
(6.1 ) 

~LJG-j 
where K( G,) is the ordered set of variables (A

l 
(G, ), ••• ,A (.) (G. » asso-

~ ~ n ~ ~ 

ciated with the vertices of the state graph G., antI K. is an ordered set 
~ J. 

of variables 
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• 

The functions 6(K
i

;Kk ) are defined by 

I 
I 

\. 

unless 

I 
I and . 

. . 
A~= A~~ 

tr G (, ... I'lCi.)) 
.I I 

for some permutation IT of the set of indices v, 

I 

where . .. 
... At.. ( A ··· rr Kia = 1f" t l1'z. j I 

(6.2) 

(6.3a) 

(6.3b) 

(6.3c) 

(6. 3d) 

and e(IT) is the sign associated with the permutation IT of the fermion 

variables, and, finally, 

z: ~ ( 1< i. ; I<j) £ ( I< j ; ~ k) = ~ ( K i ; K R ) 
Ie; . (6.3e) 

where the sum over K
j 

is the sum over all distinct (i.e., different) values 

of K
j 

considered as an unordered set of vari~bles. The explicit fo~ of 

6 (Ki;K j ) is 

(6.3f) 
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· .. ,here 

(6.3g) 

with our covariant nor=alization. 

Introducing 

(6.4) 

into (6.1) one obtains 

(6.5) 

where , 

~ j> (/<{; /(kJ =) L S ( K.:; K( ~o») $( K( f7.,0) j 1< k) 
(7j (6.6) 

The functions st, and Rt are defined by 
p p 

.-."'-'--- . 

and 

t - -) . "Rp (Kij Kj = ~~, Kj ;K~) 

6.2. - P'anar unitarity equations 

(6.7a) 

• (6. 7b) 

The planar S matrix elements and functions Rp satisfy the 

following planar unitarity equations: 

L 
1<) 

(p. p.) 
(6.So.) 
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(6.8b) 

(6.8c) 

To derive (6.8a) introduce the definition (6.1) into the left-hand 

(6.8a). This gives 

-L (L ~(IC.; 1C(G-U)So(G.:.G.) S(KCtrj), I<J) ) 

CP~) G-" G-J . 

')C (L S (Kj j KeG-I.)) S! (G:", ~~) ~(IC(G-... ), kit) ). / 

G-h j G-~ ( 6 • 9 ) 

The function 

is the function FcJ.j(.Gi,Gk » of (5.28). Thus the introduction of (5.28) 

reduces (6.9) to 

L L £ ( K.:.; K( (;.4)) $ ( G-';J Gn) ~ (I« Gft); 1<,,) 
G~ G~ 

= 2.. S ( I< .: ;~ (tr;» S (t< ( (;..:); I< k) :: 

G..: 
~~;( ~~-~-~j).-. 

(6.10) 

This gives the planar unitarity equation (6.8a). The other two forms are 

obtained in similar ways. 
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7. - ORDERS:> AMPLI~UDES 

7.1. - Cluster decc~uosition 

The cor~ected part S~(Gi,Gj) of So(Gi,Gj ) is defined by the 

cluster decomposition law 

S ( G-' G-.) o &0 • ..1 

(7. i ) 

Here p labels the topologically different ways of partitioning the grapr.. 

G into a set of parts GP~ (where ~ labels the parts) in such a way that 

each graph GP~ is an elementary graph, and GP~ separates into an ordered 

pair (G~l,G~l) of cQ~~ected graphs satisfying 
~ J 

p 

(7.2) 

as described below. 

The separation of G into parts GP! is to be perfo~ed by first 

conside!"ing G to be imbedded on a sphe!"e, with Gi and Gj lying on t .... o 

hemispheres, Hi and Hj , respectively, separated by a plane P. Then Hi 

and H. are deformed into two surfaces H! and H~ each of which coin-
J ~ J 

cides with the plane P except on a set of ! discs. The su!"fa~e H! 
~ 

has a hemisphere lying L-on-o-ne'-side of each of the ~ discs, and the surf~ce 

Hj' has a hemisphere lying on theot~er side. The lines of G
i 

and G
j 

now 

lie in H! and H~ respectively, with the segments on H! n P coinciding OJ 
J.. J ' ~ 

wi th the segI:lents on m n P but having t:-.e opposite orientation • 
. 1 

Cancellation of these parts in 
0.9., pi. 

Gi and Gj. They are joined 

P [see (7.3 [] leaves the separate graph~ --l 
together to form GP.e, which is an ele- . 

; 

oentary graph lying on the surface of the ~th spr..ere. Each particle 

co~~ection point (and hence tree corresponding to it in the case of 
p~ 

many-pa!"ticle connection point) must belong to some single G. or 
~ 

~he index p r~nges over all different decompositions of this kind. 

ordered amplitude A(G. ,G.) is then defined by 
J.. J 

--t ('"14: ( Go. Gr-) 
..,)0 'J J 
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7.2. - ero ssin.g 

The ordered unitarity equations for the ordered S matrix lead, 

in the usual way 6), to the pole-factorization theorem. And this theorem 

leads, in the usual way 6), to the crossing requirement that the amplitudes 

A(Gi,Gj ) corresponding to the different ways of cutting a fixed amuli~ude 

grauh G into two connected parts, Gi and G
j

, must be different bound

ar',l 'falues of a single analytic function. This function is represented by 

A(G). Mirror image vertices correspond to anti-particles. Thus, the t:lpe 

index tv in 'Xv = (pv';v,ty) labels the anti-particle of the particle 

associated with· A v· Particles are outgoing or incoming according to whether 
;. 6) o the Sign of Pv is positive or negative. Etc. • 

8. - SETGULARITY STRUCTURE --- -.... -.... 
---" 

8.1. - Globes 

Consider the discontinuity of a.'1. 1!M -+ Iii1\! process. It 'Iii II have 

contributions associated with the MM intermediate state, and also ~~th 

the BB intermediate state, as shown in Fig. 46. The WA intermediate-
3) state contribution gives a surface vii th a window The BE contribution 

. . 

gives, similarly, a contribution with a "globe", as shown in Pigs. 46 and 47. 

A globe is a portion of a surface formed by splitting a disc in 

the surface into an upper a.'1.d lower hemisphere. The unitarity equations 

in the ordered Hilbert space require the surfaces that represent the dis

continuities. of the ordered amplitudes to have arbitrary numbers of globes. 

In particular, the condition J. = 0 of Section 3 !:lust be relaxed in order 

to obtain the surfaces that contain the Landau (strip) diagrams that cor

respond to the allowed singularity surfaces. The surfaces that contain 

these diagr~s must contain globes, and globes on the surfaces of globes, 

etc. 

To represent the singularities of ordered amplitudes it is conve

nient to introduce a generalization of the usual Landau diagrams, called 

Landau strip diagrruns, in which the lines of the usual diagrams are replaced 

by narrow flat strips, in the case of mesons, by narrow Y shaped strips 

in the case of baryons, and by narrow tree-shaped strips in the general case. 
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8.2. - General interface granhs 
<U 

Corresponding to the globes in these surfaces, one must admit 

bubbles in the lines of the interface "tree" graphs : into each segment of 

an original tree diagram T one can insert an arbitrary number of bubbles. 

And the lines of these bubbles can contain further bubbles, etc. Thus the 

original interface tree graphs are converted into general interface graphs 

by the repeated application of the splitting operation shovm in Fig. 37. 
Thus the general interface graphs have the same str~cture as the general 

state graphs. 

8.3. - Truncated globes 

Consider the meson tree graph consisting of one line. Insert a 

single bubble. Let this interface diagram be called TI. Consider the 

surface generated by placing T' in the x-y plane, and then moving it 

in the z direction. This surface, sho.m in Fig. 48, has a "tube", which 

c~~ be considered to be an elongated globe with the two ends cut off 

(truncated) • 

Fig. 49b. 

The amplitude graph 

This graph GJ(G) 

G _,of Fig. 49a, has the graph GJ(G) , 
corresponds to the elementary surface 

shown 

8(G). 
in 

But if one connects the dotted lines as in Fig. 49c then the resulting sur

face is a non-elementary surface having a tube of the kind shown in Pig. 48. 

This tube is different from a cylinder of the meson sector, 

because the boundary is a single connected graph, which is,moreover, an 

elementary amplitude graph. 

Tubes.are special cases of truncated globes. A truncated globe 

is formed by extending a globe, in one or more places, to the dotted line 

parts of the boundary of the sectors of .... in which the globe lies, (Ji cr 

and' then splitting these portions of the boundary, as in Fig. 37. A trunc-

ated globe with three trunctations is shovm in Fig. 50. The tube of Fig. 48 

is a globe with two truncations. 
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8.4. - Allowed sin~larities 

Let G be any amplitude graph. Let ~(G) be the set of surfaces 

~nth boundary G that can be formed by starting with e(G) and adding a 

sequence of globes and truncated globes. 

The set of allowed singularities of the ordered amplitude A(G) 

should be confined to the set of Landau surfaces associated with the Landau 

strip diagrams that can be imbedded in at least one of the surfaces ~(G). 

8.5. - Singularities in crossed channels , 

Consider the elementary graph G of Fig. 51a. The discontinuity 

indicated by the vertical line has a planar contribution associated with 

the diagram shovm in Fig. 51b. The associated interface graph is the single 

line with one bubble shovm in Fig. 51c. 

The diagram of Fig. 51b produces a singularity corresponding to 

the ice-cream-cone diagram shqwn in Fig. 52. The presence of this singular

ity in :he ordered amplitude A(G) is entailed by the iterated unitarity 

diagram in the crossed channel shown in Fig. 53. The discontinuity in the 

direct cha~~el is given by diagrams of· the form Fig. 51b. 

There is another contribution in the crossed channel that cor

responds to Fig. 53 with one of the two wiggly lines removed. ' This contri

bution gives, in place of the ice-cream-cone diagram of Fig. 52, rather the 

triangle diagram of Fig. 54. This singularity is allowed, since the appro

priate Landau strip diagram D can be imbedded in the surface & corres

ponding to Fig. 51. 

8.6. - Junction lines and mating lines 

The insertion of truncated globes into an elementary joined sur-

face 8(G) disrupts the identity of the junction lines and mating lines, 

as one Sees from Figs. 48 or 50. Thus the mating lines, which are the dotted 

lines of GJ (G) , and which connect mates, should not be viewed as giving, 

in general, the trajectories of the baryons. The alternative symbol 

~l(G)= GJ(G) is introduced to emphasize this distinction between junction 

lines and mating lines. 



The introduction of truncated globes into an elementary joined 

surf~ce a(G) does not alter either h or 6 : it leaves the surface a 

pl~~ar surface. This is because the definitions of h and 6 depend on 

how the ~ating lines are drawn, not on how the junction lines are drawn. 

9. - EXPAHSImr scrrs:.!E 

9.1. - Lowest order term 

The analytic structure of the function A(G) is much simpler 

than that of the full scattering amplitude, and does not evidently require 

Regge cuts. The first step in the construction of the.full scattering 

amplitude is, in principle, to obtain functions satisfying the unitarity, 

~~alyticity, and Lorentz invariance requirements on these ordered ampli

tudes A(G). 

Next the planar S matrix is constructed from its definition 

(6.1), and its connected part is taken to be the first approximation to 

the connected part of the full S matrix. This term has satisfactory 

analyticity properties, but unitarity is not satisfied because of the 

"planar part" condition in (6.8c) 

Theorem 5.1 tells us that the terms excluded by the planar part 

condition are those in which the parts 

G.G. 
1. J 

and 
",'" 

G G 
h k do not coincide. 

G~ 
J 

and '" G' h 
of the component graphs 

,.... 
This mismatch between the two graphs Gj and Gn can be expected 

to produce a suppression of the non-planar parts, in most circumstances. 

Consider, for example, the non-planar connection shown by the connection 

graph G [G1 ,G2J = G@i Gj ,GhGkJ of Fig. 55. The intermediate state G~ is 

coupled to the meson-channel Reggeons, whereas the intermediate state Gh 
is coupled to the baryonium Reggeons. 

If each channel is dominated by a few Reggeons, with factorizable 

reSidues, and if these residues are generally highly structured in phase 

space, then one can expect all overlaps of states that do not conform to the 

planar co~~ection to be suppressed'on statistical grounds. This general 

suppression mechanism should make the lowest-order term a good first 

approximation. 
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9.2. - Higher order terms 

No systematic procedure for solving the equations obtained 

above has yet been devised. Ecwever, in the special case of the meson 

sector the hig~~y structured form of the theory has provided a coherent 

basis for the successful dual-unitarization and topological-expansion 

calculations 1). The full framework described above provides a natural 

basis for the extension of these results to all hadrons. Previous attempts 

in this direction 2),4),5),10) were fragmentary, and were deficient at the 

critical pOint : they lacked a topological classification scheme leading to 

exact planar unitarity. 
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FIGURE CAPTImrS 

~~~~: __ ! The pole singularities associated with particles in the t cha~~el 

are exhibited. Unlike the usual case the ordering of the variables 

on each side of the bubbles is now Significant. It corresponds to 

the ordering of the particles in the ordered state. 

~::~~: __ ~ The two· crossing relations. The crossed line crosses either ove.r 

the top or under the bottom, maintaining the cyclic ordering of 

the lines. 

!~~~~~ __ ~ The symbol plus is replaced by the letter R to distinguish ring 

amplitudes from physical amplitudes. Some times the external lines 

are replaced by pOints on the ring. 

!~~~: __ 1 The processes considered in Theorem 1.· 

~~~~: __ ~ The singularities occurring in a ring amplitude correspond to 

planar Landau diagrams that can be drawn inside the ring, with 

the external lines ordered in the way specified by the ordering 

of lines around the ring. 

~~~~: __ ~ Four ring graphs ~ith some pairs of particle co~~ection pOints 

joined by wiggly lines. This kind of graph is called a connect

ion graph • 

~~~~: __ I An alternative representation of Fig. 6. The ring graphs are 

reduced to pOints, but external lines are attached to indicate 

where particles are connected. 

~~~::: __ ~ The dashed line is one of the face lines of the diagram of Fig. 7. 

~~[~~: __ 2 The sum of ring amplitudes that gives a planar amplitude. Repla

cing the external lines by particle connection points would give 

a corresponding statement in terms of graphs. 

Diagrammatic representation of an ordered unitarity relation. 

Replacing the external lines by particle connection pOints, and 

the connecting lines by wiggly lines would give a graphical re

presentation. 
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Diagrammatic representation of ordinary unitari7.-r • 
• r 

A te~ in the planar unitarity equation. 

Figure 13 --------- Classification of terms that occur when Fig. 9 is introduced 

i!lto Fig. 12. 

~~~~~_~± The baryon is represented by three separate surfaces arranged 

as the feathers of an arrow. 

~~~~~_~~ Each of the three surfaces of a baryon can be connected to mesons, 

along the outer boundary. 

~~~~:_~~ The triad of inner boundary lines must stay together. 

is sometimes represented as a single dotted line. 

~~~~:_~I Representation of baryon using convention of Fig. 16. 

I 

A triad 

!~~~~_~~ A diagram representing meson scattering vdth an exchange of a 

meson. 

~~[~~:_~~ A diagram representing BE scattering with an exchange of a 

meson. 

~~~~~:_~£ A diagram representing BE scattering with exchange of two mesons. 

~~~~~_~~ A pair of diagrams that are joined by unitarity. 

~~~~:_~~ The closing of a baryon line ca!l give one, two, or three closed 

loop dotted lines. 

~~~~:_~~ The capping of a meson surface to give a surface whose boundary 

is a ring graph. 

~~~~~_~± The direct capping procedure gives a surface 0' w~ith three 

components. 

~~~~~_~~ The indirect capping procedure gives a surface 0 with one 

component. 
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Figure 26 The three dotted lines in a baryon line can be set equal. ---------
This converts into the joined surface 

,. 
a. 

~!~~~_gI Each component a i of an elementary surface a' can be squeezed 

into a tree graph Gi • Each meson co~~ection point becomes a one

line meson vertex. Each pair of baryon-antibaryon cor..!lectior.. ?oi~: 

jOined by a dotted line becomes a single one-line baryonic vertex. 
A 

The graph G is formed by equating the three baryonic vertices 

associated ,nth each baryon. 

Figure 28 An elementary joined surface a and the corresponding graph __ 'a _____ _ 

Figure 29 
--~------

G(a) = G(a t ). 

Surface al gives a graph 

at 
1 is elementa.ry. Surface 

not a tree graph. Thus at 
2 

An elementary joined surface' 

surfaces by a tree cut. 

G(ap that is a tree graph. Teus 

a' gives a graph G(a2) that .; '" 
2 .... -

is not elementary. 

A a cut into two elementary joined 

~~~~~_~! Two elementary joined surfaces each cut into two elementary joined 

surfaces by a tree cut. 

Two ways of separating the elementary surface & into two con

nected parts. Tee cut in Fig. 32b involves non-tree cuts and 

non-elementary surfaces. 

Two different ways of separating an elementary joined surface 

into two elementary joined surfaces by a tree cut. The tree 

cut in a) bisects the boundary whereas the one in b) does not. 

~~~~~_~~ A typical elementary joined surface 
,. 
cr. 

A typical graph for an elementary 
,. 
a. 

~~~~~_~§ The rules for constructing GJ(G) from an elementary G, and 

for constructing the elementary surface a(G) from its boundary 

Ocr = G. 

!:~~~~_~I The "splitting" of an edge into an edge with a bubbl.e. 
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Figure 38 A graph G and a cut c, and the associated graphs T(G,C), ---------
Gi , Gj , ~(Gi) and ~(Gj)' 

Figu!'e 39 Rule for constructing T (G.) 
~ 

from 

Fi~re 40 A si~ple co~~ection graph 

Figure 41 

Figure 42 

FigUre 43 

The rule for constructing a(G) from GJ(G) : first form a 

small figure of the kind shown for each dotted line of GJ(G), 

and then make the indicated substitutions. 

Part of the rule for constructing a(G@1, ••• ,Gn J) from the 

surfaces a(G1 ), a(G2), ••• ,a(Grt ) : replace each dotted line of 

G [G1 ' ••• , GnJ in the way indicated. Continuity of colour de

termines the pairings. 

The rest of the rule for constructing cr(G[G1,.·. ,GnJ) from 

a(G1), a(G2), ••• ,cr(Gn ). Conti~uity of orientations determines 

the pairings. Continuity of colour imposes a selection rule. 

Fi~~re 44 A connection graph wi th mating number A [GJ = 1. 

~~~:::_~~_ The graphs cr(G) and Ga when G=G@1,G2J is the connection 

graph of Fig. 44. Their characteristics are given in Eq. (5.11). 

Figure 46 The ~d and B~ contributions to a discontinuity. 

Figure 47 Two views of a globe. a) side view b) oblique view. 

Figure 48 A tube, or doubly truncated globe. 

Figure 49 Two ~ays of running the junction lines in graph G. The mating 

lines defined by d'i( G) == GJ (G) are the same for b) and c), but 

the junction lines in the joined surface 

to the introduction of a truncated globe. 

,. 
C1 run differently, due 

~~~:::_~~ The joined surface a resulting from the introduction of a 

triply truncated globe • 
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~![~~~_~l A planar. contribution to a discontinuity formula associated with 

a surface having a doubly truncated globe, or tube. The surface 

5 on the left is not elementary, but it is planar (.t = 6 = A = 0). 
This does not contradict Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 because the corres

ponding surfaces a and a there had junction lines coincident 

w~ith mating lines. This connection is broken by truncated globes 

which leave the planarity conditions unchanged. 

~~~~~_~g An ice-cream-cone diagram whose singularity is controlled by the 

planar contribution of Fig. 51. 

E~~~~_~~ A planar contribution in the crossed channel associated with the 

ice-cream-cone diagram of Fig. 52. If Fig. 52 were non-planar 

the crossing relations would probably fail at the planar level. 

!~~~~_~1 A triangle diagram such that the associated Landau strip diagr~ 

fits into the surface a(G[G1 ,G2]) corresponding to Fig. 51b • 
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